
Are you thinking sometimes, how it would be come back thousands of years in time?
What if you could try how our ancestors lived in the distant past? 

If you belong to people which:
- are interested in history
- are crafted or creative skilled
- enjoy spending free time in nature
- producing traditional products
- loving new challenges and 
adventures
- likes animals
- want to learn new things
- are interested by pottery, 
blacksmiths, woodcarving, 
carpenting, and building
- sewing historical costumes, 
creating jewelry
- looking for ways to active relax
- likes to meet new people
- looking for a form of self-
realization
- preferingnaturalproducts

JOIN US AND EXPERIENCE ADVENTURE !!

Then we have an interesting offer for you...
Come with us into a unique project of the living archaeology
at the foot of the Low Tatras, near PartizánskaĽupča (Liptov 
region, northern Slovakia). On an area of over 5 ha we are 
building a complex of prehistoric buildings, which maps the 
settlement of Slovakia from the earliest times to early
Medieval period. Areal including a pottery workshop, smithy, 
weaving workshop and Mint of Celts. On a picturesque
location near the forest is growing open-air living museum
that attract thousands of visitors annually. It will be held 
many attractive events, like a biggest Celtic festival in 
Slovakia, Ancient food festival, Roman and Germanic games 
as well as the World Primitive Plow Championships. We are 
preparing many workshops and symposiums for a wide 
range of visitors.
For your commitment we offer not only a unique 
experience but certainly will draw inspiration on magic and 
mysterious places on Liptov. You will learn to chop flint, 
archery, grow crops, produce pottery, build strawand natural- preferingnaturalproducts

- wants to do something for their 
children
- likes to experiment

archery, grow crops, produce pottery, build strawand natural
houses, treat wood and clay. In our area is animal husbandry 
and we also produce tasty products that you can taste. You 
can also camp with us. And certainly you get much more.
So feel free to contact us !

See info on: Facebook - Archeopark Liptovia, ww.archeoparkliptovia.sk, 
info@archeoparkliptovia.sk, or call: 00421 917 213 999



Our project is located in the heart of nature. So it is for people which do not mind some
discomfort, who likes camping and „cottage culture“, don´t mind physical work, and 
„the smell of animals“, not expected „served menu“ and  hotel bathroom. Our 
volunteers should be sociable, friendly, communicative, with a positive attitude, 
friendly to nature and cultural heritage, arts, crafts, and animals. Is also welcomed 
craftsmanship, or at least positive attitude to manual activities. In our project it is not 
necessary physical validity, because various activities are not physically demanding, but 
rather persistence and determination solving problems and finding solutions. Our 
candidate should be ready to fulfill the tasks assigned its leader and able to work well in 
a team. We are not prescriptive company but an association of equals enthusiasts which
share a common noble goal. Important is the willingness to learn and want to improve.

WE LOOKING FOR

WE OFFER

Accommodation- in army tents with beds, or the ability to build your own dwellingin Accommodation- in army tents with beds, or the ability to build your own dwellingin 
the fenced area. After completion of prehistoric houses (summer 2016) will be 
experienced housing „ala prehistoric resort“. If required, we can assure accomodation
in village PartizánskaĽupča, so about two kilometers from the site distant.

Eating - in cases higher number of volunteers we can provide the common dinning. Is 
it possible to cook on the oven and fireplace, barbecue, bake and many ways of 
preparing food. Fresh milk or dairy products is available too.

Sanitation – there is now only a dry toilet and the water in the tank, working on our
own wells and electrical connections. Natural shower is also available.

No wi-fi – we communicate to each other☺

Professional tutors– project is based on cooperation of many specialist for craft, 
natural buildings, experimental archeology, primitivetechnologies an so on. 

Other benefits – fun and good mood is obvious, consumption and other benefits, as 
appropriate☺

Time of realisation: May to September 2016

We are looking forward to you




